
Customers Count on "Get Pampered" Policy at
Pamper Casino
A combination of variety in games, creative bonuses and great customer service have Pamper Casino
customers bragging about the way they "Get Pampered."

SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, July 11, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Many casinos profess to care of their
customers, and some indeed do that. 

But how many of those customers actually get "pampered" as a matter of policy? This is exactly what
they find as they are introduced to Pamper Casino, which operates as a no-download gaming
experience from its base of operations in Costa Rica. 

Pamper has a simple philosophy when it comes to its games, offering as wide a variety as possible,
with cutting-edge software produced by providers who are forward-thinking. 

What else is part of this philosophy? Well, generous bonuses that are constantly offering something
new to the customer. A 500% video poker bonus, a 3500% slots bonus or a 200% All Games bonus
are nothing out of the ordinary, and the Pamper "family" is kept up to date with these notifications via
a regular newsletter. 

And perhaps the most important component? Well, it can be summed up in two words - customer
service. And that encompasses a lot of ground as part of this "Get Pampered" mantra. It includes fast
cashouts, and those payments can be made within 24 hours if the patron uses the fast and efficient
deposit method of Bitcoin, a virtual currency that is arguably the way of the future for online casino
gaming. 

And it also means "friendly faces." That's right; the folks at Pamper Casino understand full well that it
doesn't cost anything extra to be nice and courteous. And let's face it - they realize that it is also good
business. "It's the long-term relationship with the customer that we are interested in cultivating," says
Max Traynor, spokesman for Pamper. "When we develop a reputation of reliability and friendliness
with the people who have blessed us with their business, they will trust us and feel like they are right
at home, which is precisely what our experience has been." 

You can count Wayne Masters as one of those people who is overjoyed with this "Get Pampered"
philosophy. And he wants everyone to know about it. 

Masters is not a paid spokesperson, but a customer, just like thousands of others. And he got lucky
recently, in a couple of different ways. Not only did he win a big slot jackpot, he didn't even have to
break a sweat waiting for the payout. "My cashout was honored in a VERY prompt and professional
manner," he exclaims. "I was received with congratulatory wishes from the team, and they were very
happy for me to win." 

And will he keep playing there so he can "Get Pampered"? 

You better (or should we say "bettor"?) believe it.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.pampercasino.com
http://www.pampercasino.com


"I look forward to a long-lasting relationship with the casino and hope that my experience gives the
rest of you the signal that they are the real deal." 

Those interested in finding out more can visit Pamper Casino at www.pampercasino.com, or give
them a call at 1-888-868-3512.
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